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Improving Results for Students in High
Need Populations

Students in high need populations, specifically those with
unique learning needs related to disability, economic
disadvantage and cultural differences, demonstrate the least
growth toward mastery of fundamental skills necessary for
responsible citizenship and for success in the opportunities
and challenges of the 21st Century.

In spring 2005, 79 percent of all students tested in West
Virginia achieved proficiency in reading; and 73 percent
achieved proficiency in mathematics.  A look at achievement
by subgroups, however, reveals that students in high need
groups continue to face challenges in meeting grade-level
expectations. Among students with economic disadvantage,
71 percent of students achieved reading proficiency and 65
percent achieved math proficiency.  Among students with
disabilities, 37 percent achieved reading proficiency and 36
percent math proficiency.  Within the race/ethnicity groups,
69 percent of African-American students achieved reading
proficiency; and 60 percent achieved math proficiency.

To some degree these achievement results reflect the
intermingling of these populations with a common
component of poverty.  Despite substantial financial and
human resources to support these students, however, progress
is not being demonstrated in ways that will allow them to
become the citizens and workers our nation and the world
requires.

Although progress is expected to be seen in the results
of the recently completed assessments, the previous rates of
mastery and the persistent gap suggests that the urgency to
address the learning needs of these students will again reveal
itself.

These specific groups, as well as other students not
achieving mastery, make up approximately 25 percent of
students in West Virginia who need targeted support from
educators who bring the knowledge and skills necessary to
move students to mastery and from systems that monitor
student progress.

To address these needs, the West Virginia Department
of Education, in May of 2006, established the Task Force to
Improve Results for Students in High Need Populations.

The Task Force accepted the challenge to design a
strategic plan by July 31, 2006, with the goal of substantially
increasing achievement for students in the high need
populations, as well as others not achieving mastery, within
the next three years. The plan will include some interventions
that will be immediately implemented; other interventions
will be formulated throughout the next year in collaboration
with educators in the field.  The Strategic Plan to Improve
Results will include those mechanisms we know to be effective
in moving children to mastery of essential reading and math
skills – those that allow them to access the WV CSOs and
acquire essential skills for the 21st century.  Although the
Strategic Plan will focus on students with unique learning
challenges related to disability, economic disadvantage and
cultural differences, processes and practices determined to
be valuable for those populations are expected to be applicable
for the achievement of all students.

Educators in West Virginia will commit to substantially
impact the achievement of students in these populations
within the next three years through:
· Direct and sustained professional development for their
teachers so that these educators bring strong content knowledge
and scientific research based instruction to their  students, using
all available options for meeting multiple learning needs;
· Replication of research based programs that have
demonstrated in West Virginia and elsewhere the capacity to instill
fundamental reading/language arts and mathematics skills and
to prevent identification of students as disabled in the absence of
systematic instruction provided by qualified teachers;
· Extension of accountability for the results of individual
students in these populations based on benchmarks derived
through appropriate expectations during the next three years
· Use of currently available monitoring systems for these
populations to gather data on student specific results, analyze
data, and provide feedback for planning ; and
· A disaggregated data file that provides efficient access to
information related to these populations.
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Policy, Practice and Procedures

The  Policy,  Practice  and  Procedures  section  is  a Q & A
format with questions OSE receives from local directors,
teachers, parents and others.  While the question does not
necessarily warrant a Letter of Clarification, the answer may
be helpful to special education leaders and others in the
state.

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY FUNDING
Questions and Answers

· Are schools districts required to pay for assistive
technology devices and services?

Yes. It is the responsibility of the school district to provide
the equipment, services or programs recommended in the
Individualized Education Program (IEP). If the assistive
technology devices and services appear in the IEP, then the
school district is responsible for providing the identified
assistive technology need(s). The school district may purchase
the equipment, service or programs using federal, state, or
local funds. The school district may also choose to access
other sources such as Medicaid, Vocational Rehabilitation,
and/or private health insurance policies to pay for the devices
and services.

Can school districts require parents to use their private
insurance to pay for necessary assistive technology devices
and services?

No. The “free” in FAPE (Free Appropriate Public Education)
is extremely significant regarding children with disabilities
who may require assistive technology devices or services. As
stated in IDEA and its regulations, all aspects of special
education and related services must be provided “at no cost
to the parents.” If the family agrees to allow the school district
to access their private insurance, this decision must be strictly
voluntary.

Can families be asked to purchase the devices or
augment the identified assistive technology needs of their
child?

Education is a shared responsibility between school, families,
employers, and community. It is well recognized that assistive
devices and services are used across a broad spectrum. These
devices and services serve functional as well as educational
needs. When viewed in this manner, the possibility of joint
funding is entirely appropriate as long as the parents’
willingness to share the financial responsibility is voluntary.
Even if the family does purchase the assistive technology
device, the schools cannot mandate that the device be
brought to school. Families can insist that another device be
provided for school use.

Are there other options for schools districts to
consider in lieu of purchasing the assistive technology
device?

Yes. There are times when the outright purchase of
equipment or devices is not necessary or even advisable.
In instances such as these, school districts might consider
rental or long-term lease/purchase options. Equipment
rentals or long-term lease/purchase options are not
intended to be less costly than purchase. There are certain
advantages worth considering depending on the
individual needs of the student. For example, renting
equipment might be a reasonable strategy if the child’s
condition is considered temporary; if the child’s
condition is expected to improve or deteriorate; or, when
it is necessary to try-out the equipment before purchase
for a student. Long-term leasing or lease/purchase
agreements also have potential benefits for schools which
include: no obligation on behalf of the school to purchase
the device; reduction of obsolete inventory; flexible
leasing terms; use of equipment without a lump sum
purchase; upgrading of equipment as more improved
technology becomes available; and, upgrading of
equipment as the student’s needs change.

Can school districts share the funding
responsibilities of providing assistive technology
devices and services?

Yes. This practice is especially appropriate for children
with disabilities who are transitioning from WV Birth
to Three programs into public school preschool
programs or  transitioning from public school to adult
services through  Rehabilitation Services. Ownership of
the device is an important issue to consider by IEP teams
especially during times of transition.

Do school districts have responsibility to pay for
an independent educational evaluation (IEE) regarding
assistive technology?

As part of IDEA procedural safeguards, a parent has a
right to an IEE at public expense if the parent disagrees
with an evaluation obtained by the public agency.  The
requirements for an IEE are outlined in WV Policy 2419:
Regulations for the Education of Exceptional Students.
Whenever an independent evaluation is obtained at the
school district’s expense, the criteria under which the
evaluation is obtained, including the location of the
evaluation and qualifications of the examiner, must be
the same as criteria used by the school district. Regardless
of who pays for the independent evaluation, the results
must be considered in any decision regarding the
provision of FAPE to the student.
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Are school districts responsible for customization,
maintenance, repair, and replacement of assistive
technology devices?

AT services such as customization, maintenance, repair, and
replacement are included as considerations in the acquisition
of equipment or devices purchased/provided by the school
district.  It is the responsibility of the school district to ensure
that students who require assistive technology devices also
receive the necessary assistive technology services that will
make the technology meaningful to the student. This
requirement reflects the “individualization” of a specific type
of device.

If family owned AT is used by the school, is listed in the
Individual Education Program (IEP), and is necessary for
providing Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE), the
school district is also responsible for maintenance, repair,
and re-placement. Responsibilities for these services should
be identified in the IEP.

Contact information:

Kathy Knighton, (kknighto@access.k12.wv.us)
Office of Special Education Achievement
West Virginia Department of Education

Up Coming Events

July 15-19
Camp Gizmo, WVSDB Romney

August 7-10
WV Technology Conference, Charleston Civic Center 

September 13
New Directors’ Meeting, Stonewall Resort

September 14-15
Fall Special Education Leadership Conference, Stonewall Resort

Review all professional development offered by the OSEA
through August 2006 at http://wvde.state.wv.us/tt/2006/
pdmenu.doc

Members of the Task Force to Improve Results for Students
in High Need Populations include educators and community
members who bring both broad knowledge of the challenges
faced by students in high need populations as well as the
practical knowledge of implementing programs that serve
these same students.

In remarks at the High Need Task Force’s opening
meeting on May 31, 2006, Dr. Steven Paine, State
Superintendent of Schools, noted that, “West Virginia is
committed to helping all students – African-American, white,
poor, non-English speaking, special education – learn and
succeed in the fiercely competitive global economy.  I expect
this task force to tackle the issues facing high need students
and build a powerful plan that gets to the core of what
students need as they develop into 21st century citizens.”

“We must find solutions for all students to acquire the
skills that will make them competitive in this 21st Century.
Working together with community groups that have a long
history of advocacy for these populations gives me confidence
that we can make a difference,” added Paine.

Several anticipated recommendations of the High Needs
Task Force will be in place in September 2006 and include a
process for monitoring progress for individuals who are not
achieving mastery, replication of the Response to Intervention

project, expansion of Reading First schools, establishment
of the K-3 Reading Model, comprehensive professional
development options in reading and math across grades, and
systematic and targeted direction for schools using a co-
teaching or shared instruction model including evaluation
of impact on achievement within those models.

Recommendations will be presented to the Task Force
members on August 14 during its final summer meeting at
Stonewall Resort.  Action Group members will be able to
provide feedback on recommendations of all groups.
Participants in the Office of Special Education Achievement’s
Fall State Special Education Leadership Conference on
September 14 – 15 will also have a chance to respond to the
recommendations during that Conference.  The final report
is anticipated for fall presentation to the WV Board of
Education.

Information about the work of Task Force Action Groups
and their membership is available at http://wvde.state.wv.us/
highneeds.

For more information, contact Dr. Lynn Boyer
(lboyer@access.k12.wv.us), Executive Director, or Robin Bolling
(rbolling@access.k12.wv.us), Assistant Director, Office of Special
Education Achievement, 304-558-2696.

Improving Results for Students in High Need Populations (Continued from page 1)



Dr. Steven L. Paine
State Superintendent of Schools

West Virginia Department of Education

Office of Special Education Achievement
Building 6, Room 304
1900 Kanawha Boulevard, East
Charleston, WV 25305-0330

Phone: 304-558-2696
Fax: 304-558-3741
http://wvde.state.wv.us/ose/

 
Exceptional News will be published bi-monthly beginning January 2006.  The Office of Special Education Achievement anticipates
that it will include updates on state initiatives, a calendar of events, timelines for submission of reports and other materials, and
answers to questions related to the implementation of IDEA 2004.  Exceptional News will be available online at http://wvde.state.wv.us/
ose/ and distributed to agencies and interested persons throughout the state and nation.  Suggestions for topics to be included are
always welcome at lboyer@access.k12.wv.us
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The RESA Report

The First Mountain State Institute held in June at the
Waterfront Place in Morgantown was a huge success.  The
turnout exceeded 500 as 97% of those registered attended
the event.  Surveys indicated that the participants were
pleased with the quality of the presenters and are looking
forward to a Second Mountain State Institute.  We are happy
to report that plans for next years event are already underway.

It is with mixed feelings that we announce the retirement
of Jim Smiley, Special Education Director of RESA VII.
Although we are happy for Jim and wish him the best in this
new more flexible part of his life, his dedication, hard work
and engaging personality will be greatly missed.

As we say good bye to Jim, we say hello to Lesa Hines
who assumed Jims position on July 1.  Lesa has nineteen
years experience in education, sixteen as a teacher and three
as Gilmer County’s Special Education Director.  She lives in
Jane Lew with her husband and son and is currently working
on a doctorate in Educational Leadership through Marshall
University.  Welcome, Lesa!

Providing technical assistance has always been a crucial
role for RESAs, but in the future this function will take on
even greater significance.   Each RESA has targeted at least
three low performing schools to work with in the
implementation of focused strategic planning and technical
assistance to improve results for children not achieving
mastery.  The RESAs and the WVDE will continue this
summer to formulate specific stratagem for this vital project.

Status of Regulations for
Implementation of IDEA 2004 and
Revision of WVBE Policy 2419.

The US Department of Education’s Office of Special
Education Programs (OSEP) anticipates publication of the
final regulations for implementation of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA 2004) in
mid – late August 2006.  Discussion and review of these
regulations is planned as the primary agenda of the OSEP
Leadership Conference in late August in Washington, DC.

WVDE is prepared to insert application of those final
regulations into its current draft of revised WVBE Policy
2419 immediately thereafter.  The September 15 morning
session of the Fall State Special Education Leadership
Conference has been set aside for presentation and discussion
of that draft.  Presentation to the WVBE, and subsequent
posting for public comment, are anticipated for late fall 2006.
WVDE’s goal is to have the revised 2419 approved for
training and implementation prior to development of IEPs
in spring 2007. IDEA 2004 and the WVDE’s Interim
Guidance for the Implementation of IDEA 2004 http://
wvde.k12.wv.us/ose) continue to provide direction until the
revised 2419 is approved.


